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The Trustees of Hwupenyu Health and Wellbeing are pleased to present their annual
report together with the financial statements of the charity for the year to 31 December
2020.

Status of Charity and Governing Document
Hwupenyu Health and Wellbeing Project was established by Constitution on 10th July 2014. It is a
registered Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation (SCIO) No.SC044991

Our Mission
To champion the wellbeing of Africans and Black people living in Scotland.

Our Vision
To break down the barriers Africans and Black people face when in need of health services,
empowering them to access support on their own terms.

Our Values
Inclusive and accessible – we communicate simply and straightforwardly and reflect on the barriers
our users may face when in need of health services. We seek to overcome cultural differences
where they exist.

·Collaborative – we work with others and seek to be part of a network of mutually supportive
Scottish organisations, working together to build healthy, inclusive communities where everyone
has access to health and wellbeing services.

Charitable Purposes
The purposes of the charity are the advancement of education, the advancement of health, the
relief of those in need by reason of age, ill health, disability, financial hardship or other
disadvantage.

Objectives
·The charity seeks to bring the advancement of health and relief of suffering of minority ethnic
communities who are disproportionately affected by long term health conditions such as HIV,
mental health, diabetes and ill health generally by increasing awareness of and develop culturally
sensitive counselling and support services.

·It seeks the advancement of education by providing information, training, guidance and assisting in
the development of effective policies and good practice guidelines when developing culturally
appropriate services to the minority ethnic communities

·It seeks to relieve distress and food hardship and to promote and preserve good health through
the provision of befriending, outreach services and alternative therapies as well as assisting
minority ethnic communities to access advice and support from traditional sources.

.
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Trustees
The Trustees who served during the year or have been appointed or resigned then to the date of
this report were as follows:-

Hope Tasara Phiri  - Chair from May 2016 to Present
Tilly Gifford - Trustee
Heather Cumberland - Secretary
Berthin Kambale - Coopted in February 2020
Hosanna Bankhead - Trustee
Margaret Jenkins - Trustee
Sandra B Idemudia  - Trustee
Margaret Lance - Trustee
Hervey Gibson - Trustee
Nina Kuypers - Trustee

Appointment of Trustees
New Trustees are nominated for appointment by appoint by themselves and elected by the
Members at an AGM. There is a fixed term of three years for Trustees may offer themselves for re-
election. Trustees may also co-opt up to three individuals to become a Trustee. As part of their
induction program, new Trustees are required to understand their statutory responsibilities and
meet every six weeks during the year
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Like other charitable organisations, Hwupenyu
have had to rapidly adapt our services in the face
of challenges thrown up by COVID. It has been a
challenging time for us all, but thanks to the hard
work of our team, we have been able to move
many of our services online, and continue our
foodbank in person.

COVID has disproportionately affected the Black
community, and once again drawn the racial
inequalities that permeate our society to the
forefront. 

Especially for those of our service users living with
chronic health conditions who exist at the
intersection, COVID has been a particularly
challenging period. As an organisation we have
moved quickly to adapt to these challenges. This
has caused us to reflect on our strategic aims as
an organisation. We were founded as a charity for
African and Black ethnic groups in Scotland living
with HIV, and this still remains an important core
of our work.

We now want to expand our programme to
incorporate other aspects of health and wellbeing,
acknowledging how these interlink. The pandemic
has shown us yet again there is work to be done if
we are to see the end of racial disparities in
healthcare outcomes. 

As we develop as an organisation, we want to
continue facing these challenges head on. When
people think of health, wellbeing and Black
communities in Scotland, we want them to know
that Hwupenyu is there for them. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N

H W U P E N Y U P A G E  1

-Hope Phiri, Chairperson of the Board of Trustees, and Yaa Nipah, CEO
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C O V I D - 1 9

As a charity who are used to working face to face,
creating an interactive space for our service users,
we had to adapt and reimagine the way we
delivered our services, and fast. 

We took the decision to continue our essential foodbank
service over this period, and found we had a steep
increase in the numbers of people who needed to access
this service due to precarity engendered by COVID.  

Workshops and group sessions, such as our weekly
women's group, were moved online and became a
valuable lifeline for many of our service users during an
otherwise isolating period. 

COVID has disproportionately affected Black and African
communities in the UK, and revealed the racialised health
inequalities which permeate our society. Many of our
service users exist at the intersection of dealing with
chronic health issues, and being from minoritised
communities, making them particularly vulnerable to the ill
effects of COVID.  

There are many culturally specific issues we must contend with, too: dealing with vaccine hesitancy in
our communities, ensuring equitable access to healthcare for all including migrants and people going
through the asylum system, and working to ensure messaging around COVID is available in multiple
languages. 

In response to these issues, we received funding from BEMIS to run an ongoing project, promoting
the benefits of the COVID vaccine, and encouraging uptake within our communities. As part of this,
we will run a series of Zoom seminars engaging with faith leaders and medical professionals with
strong ties to Glasgow’s minority ethnic communities. We are also in the process of developing and
distributing an informational brochure on the COVID vaccine for our communities.  

As we move out of lockdown, we hope to resume our in-person activities and workshops. There is a
long road ahead, but we are confident that standing in unity with one another, we will
make it through.  
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Our Women's Development Project forms a core part of our work. The aims of this
project are to reduce isolation and increase community engagement for Black and
African women within Scotland, to provide peer support to women living with HIV
and chronic health conditions, and to provide practical and emotional support
through building up a supportive peer network. 

As part of this project, we run a weekly Women's group, which over COVID we have held on
Friday nights over Zoom. This provides the women involved with a sense of community and
belonging, and reduces isolation during what has been a challenging time for us all. 

The emotional and practical support provided has ranged from providing a friendly listening ear
in one on one sessions with our Women's Development Worker, Binta, to the provision of
administrative support in filling out often complex and lengthly paperwork for income support,
or other documents..

P A G E  3H W U P E N Y U

W O M E N ' S
D E V E L O P M E N T

Pre-COVID, we also enjoyed being able to go on trips and outings around Scotland, offering
women a chance to socialise, make new friends and have some much needed relaxing time for
themselves. In September, we took 60 of our service users out on a trip to Craig Tara Holiday
Park - a great weekend away for the families involved. We look forward to being able to take our
service users on more trips and outings around Scotland, particularly focusing on Scottish
heritage and culture, once restrictions allow. 
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From our
Black Lives

Matter
session with

young people 

Our trip to
Craig Tara in
September 
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In August 2019 our mental health services came into being. Our project worker, Anne, spent the
beginning of this month collating data on what our service users perceived as mental health issues. 

The majority of the 40+ discussions were not held in the office or during formal appointments. A lot of
hesitation came from the very real stigma that the community would see them as ‘loonies’ or ‘cursed’,
or they would be talked about. Anne also attended various seminar/workshops on relevant topics,
such as isolation, stigma, social Issues, HIV and mental health issues.

This initial research ensured the foundation for this project was built on current research and
thinking, as well as the lived experiences and needs of our service users.

With the beginning of the global pandemic, keeping in contact with our service users through phone
calls, and channels such as WhatsApp have been an important tool for us to battle isolation and check
in on their mental health. We also moved the vast majority of our service provision online, and
suspended in person services.

P A G E  5H W U P E N Y U

M E N T A L  H E A L T H
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M E N T A L  H E A L T H
THERAPEUTIC SESSIONS 
At Hwupenyu, service users have a safe, non-judgemental environment where they can talk
honestly about problems and everyday challenges. These sessions are totally confidential and
covered by GDPR. From August 2019 to March 2020, we had an average of 12 formal
appointments a month, 9 informal appointments a month, and 9 monthly out of office meetings. 

We had a monthly average of 41 individual sessions, and 40 people attending group sessions
monthly. We ran on average 3 relaxation and coping sessions per month. 22 phone calls and 59
text/WhatsApp messages per month.

"Thank you for listening today. I feel much clearer about what
I have to do, and feel much better." 
- Feedback from one of one of our service users after a therapeutic
session.

COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES 
Offering free complementary therapies to our service users has formed an important core of our
work over the years. We offer aroma and Swedish massage, reflexology, seated acupressure
massage and facial treatments. All these therapies are used to promote relaxation, aid with pain
management and help with coping with stress and anxiety. A few of the most prominent conditions
we see are chronic headaches and migraines, insomnia, medication induced nausea, and chronic
muscular issues. 

We worked alongside other organisations, receiving referrals to our rooms from Freedom from
Torture, The Ruby Project and Somali Women’s Group. One average, we engaged with 14 service
users a week.

Having a room specifically for therapies has been an advantage, especially when dealing with
women who have been victims of rape/abuse or torture. They are hyperaware and it helps them to
relax when they understand the door is locked and no one can enter without their permission.

The feedback that we received up until Covid 19 had been unanimously positive. Our
complementary therapies rooms have had to be closed over the lockdown period. We are
preparing for when the restrictions are lifted and the regulatory bodies give us permission to
restart this project. 

P A G E  6H W U P E N Y U
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In 2020, we took part in HIV Scotland’s Fast Track Cities conference, speaking on the panels 'PrEP
and African Women', 'The Power of Peer Support', and 'Optimising PrEP Awareness and Access'. 

Peer support and encouraging the uptake of PrEP have formed core parts of our organisational
work. We shared our knowledge in these areas, and spoke about our plans to continue to
develop our sexual health education programme.

We look forward to being able to deliver our in-person service provision once more once
restrictions allow, such as our HIV testing service, and in-person workshops. 

P A G E  7H W U P E N Y U

H I V  A N D  S E X U A L
H E A L T H

Our HIV prevention and sexual health community education programmes have and continue to
form a key element of our work. Working in alliance with community organisations and drawing
on our networks, we use peer education to fight stigma and empower our communities with
knowledge.

Prior to lockdown, we delivered sexual health education sessions in collaboration with Red Cross.
These were tailored to meet the needs of refugee and asylum seeking communities in Glasgow,
and we used the help of translators and interpreters to help us deliver these.

During the lockdown period, we have been able to stay in touch with our service users, providing
emotional and practical support, and helping them to access essential sexual health care through
NHS Scotland at a time when services have been restricted.

We also strengthened partnerships, collaborating with HIV Scotland on a social media takeover,
communicating culturally specific messages on HIV and Black communities.
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We have run a weekly foodbank from our premises at the Adelphi Centre, since 2014. An important core
of this work is ensuring we have foods that cater to our community, are culturally specific and cater to
dietary requirements (e.g. halal foods). We also ensure to have special treats during celebrations many of
our service users observe, such as Easter, Eid and other events.

Over the lockdown period, we have seen a sharp increase in the number of individuals and families
needing to access our services - our weekly average shot up from 25 to 75 families supported per week.

During this period, we have received and distributed about 15.6 tonnes of food - the equivalent of
32,400 meals. This was very generously provided to us by FairShare. We also distribute other essential
items via our foodbank, such as sanitary and hygiene products.  As part of their project, 'Food for Good',
the Glasgow Community Food Network have assisted with the transportation of this food to our
foodbank. Arnold Clark provided us with discounts on their van hire, allowing us to transport our food
at reduced rates, making this affordable for us.

P A G E  8H W U P E N Y U

F O O D B A N K

A huge thank you to the Janek Latosinski charitable trust. We would only be able to run our
foodbank due to their ongoing support and funding. Their funding covers both the rental of our rooms
at The Adelphi Center, and membership of the Fairshare foodbank. They also provided us with an
additional £2000 grant which allows us to buy additional international food produce which many service
users would recognise from their home countries.

"Being an asylum seeker, the foodbank helps me and my family
greatly. Being an asylum seeker is stressful but Hwupenyu helps us.
With COVID-19, we are so happy we have you to come to with a smile
on our faces”.
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A C C O U N T S

Results for the year  

End of year results

Surplus for the year end (2019/20) £36,459, (2018/19 £13,232)

Surplus is made up of:

Unrestricted (2019/20) £402 (2018/19 £3131)

Restricted (2019/20) £36057(2018/19 £27977)

The trustees have successfully applied the grants to the
specific work and are aware of the need to build up
unrestricted funds for the charity as well.

...............................

Hope Tasara Phiri
Chairperson of the Board of Trustees

R E S E R V E S
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In September 2020, we welcomed onboard a fourth member of staff, our Communications and HIV
Prevention Officer. She has been working to develop and implement our communications strategy and
help us move our programme delivery online.

KEY COMMUNICATIONS PRIORITIES
1) Expand our reach and strengthen our profile as an organisation.
2) Network with other organisations with similar values and goals.
3) Share relevant information and resources on issues pertaining to health and Black communities for a
general audience. 

Our CHPO has worked to maintain and strengthen our online presence. This has been achieved by
setting up new strategies for our Facebook and Twitter channels. Additionally, we are now active on
Instagram and LinkedIn, and have started a newsletter to keep people up-to-date on our activities. We
have redesigned our website and added freely available resources. 
 
We have strengthened alliances with local organisations with a similar remit to us, opening new
opportunities for future collaborations. 

We have also obtained press coverage for our organisation and projects over this period. Third Force
News interviewed us on a feature which provided an insight into how charity organisations in Scotland
are adapting to lockdown. We also obtained coverage via STV News for our foodbank fundraiser, which
aimed to raise funds for us to purchase a van for our foodbank. 
 
Moving onwards, we hope to continue expanding our reach both online and off, and work towards
rebranding and refining our key organisational messages. 

 

P A G E  1 0H W U P E N Y U

C O M M U N I C A T I O N S
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Trustee, founder of Hwupenyu, Hosanna Bankhead, reflects on our
organisations' roots, and direction going forward.

"I arrived in Scotland in 2003, and in that year I was diagnosed with HIV. I did not
know anyone and my journey living with this condition was pretty challenging. 

Though I got the best care from NHS I soon realised I needed someone who
understood my predicament and my culture. It was a tall order, however the
GUM in Edinburgh connected me to a young woman who came from my
country and she lived with the same condition. That was the beginning of my
journey to what later became known as Hwupenyu Health and Wellbeing
Project.

When one is diagnosed with something like HIV, one’s life changes dramatically. I
was coming from a place where people were dying on daily basis due to lack of
access to HIV medication, so my knowledge of the disease was very limited. 

H W U P E N Y U P A G E  1 1

H O S A N N A ' S  S T O R Y

I was scared and lonely - I needed someone to share with who spoke my language, and understood my essence
and being. This Zimbabwean woman was the best thing that happened to me. When I met her and we started
having these conversations around HIV and survival my perspective started shifting and started to actually think
of the future. It was good for me to have someone who had been diagnosed with the same condition and they
were managing their life well under the circumstances we were in. 

In my journey I soon realised that a lot of people living with HIV in Scotland, especially the Africans were in
isolation. They had no one to share their life stories or the challenges they were facing in the community. The
idea to form Hwupenyu started and now it is a reality. 

In 2020 I decided to step down as CEO, as I soon realised the needs of Africans coming to the UK/Scotland were
changing and needed someone younger to run the organisation. I have made long lasting relationships with the
organisation. I have seen people going to university and moving upwards in their lives. It has been a healing
journey for me, and every step of the way I was encouraged to see how much we are capable of helping
ourselves. 

I would like to say thank you to all the people that trusted in me. My colleagues, my family and finally the funders
that helped our cause to be heard."

"I needed someone to share with who spoke my language, 
and understood my essence and being."
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We are extremely grateful to the following organisations for helping to support and fund
our work: Baillie Gifford, Community Fund, The Co-operative, Endrick Trust, Foundation
Scotland, Gilead Sciences, the Janek Latosinski charitable trust and The Robertson Trust.

Without your ongoing support, we would not be able to deliver the services for the African
and Black community in Scotland. It is greatly appreciated.

H W U P E N Y U P A G E  1 2

F U N D E R S  A N D
S U P P O R T E R S

Thank you also to the organisations we have partnered with and worked alongside. A big
thank you especially to Red Cross, HIV Scotland, Waverley Care, Freedom from Torture, the
Ruby Project, and Bestway. We look forward to continuing to develop partnerships as time
goes on.

A massive thank you also to all of our supporters - whether you have attended one of our
events, volunteered with us, donated to us, or offered advice and support. We appreciate
your support and could not do this without you!
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Although this has been a challenging period for our organisation, we are confident that we
will come out stronger than before. The increased demand on our services over this period
has illustrated how the work we are doing has never been more needed.

CELEBRATING OUR ACHIEVEMENTS
It is always great to take stock of the many achievements that we have made over this
period.

We were able to adapt to the challenges of increased demand in our services, particularly
our foodbank. This was no small feat, and thanks to our volunteers and generous funders,
we were able to serve our community. 

COVID has been a particularly isolating time for many, and being able to provide mental
health support and essential connection during this period has been a lifeline for many of
our service users.

We managed to broaden our digital communications, raising our profile as an organisation
and getting media coverage – from STV news’ coverage of our foodbank, to being profiled in
Third Force News. This has also helped us to form new networks and connections with
organisations in the city with a similar remit to ours.

H W U P E N Y U P A G E  1 3

C O N C L U S I O N
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C O N C L U S I O N
PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
Thinking ahead, we want to continue to grow and expand as an organisation. We will be
implementing more projects tailored to counter the ill effects that COVID has had on Scotland’s
African and Black communities. We also want to expand our service delivery to tackle conditions
with disproportionately affect our communities – including conditions such as diabetes, and
hypertension.

We will continue to engage with a new generation of people who have come to Scotland seeking
asylum, and provide a place for them to feel at home and build up links to the community here.
We also look forward to resuming our trips within Scotland that were unable to be carried out
this year due to COVID restrictions.

We will continue to make efforts toward diversifying our income streams, building our
unrestricted funds as an organisation and getting others involved with fundraising activities. This
will provide us with the resources so we can carry out our service delivery and community
engagement for many years to come, continuing to build links within the African and Black
community in Scotland.

Above all, we will continue to be there for our service users. 

If there is one thing that has been made clear amongst the political backdrop of both the
pandemic and Black Lives Matter, it is that the work we do in our communities is absolutely
essential - and we hope to keep growing, expanding and learning collectively.

H W U P E N Y U P A G E  1 4
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R E P O R T  O F  T H E
I N D E P E N D E N T  
E X A M I N E R S  T O  T H E
T R U S T E E S

I report on the accounts Hwupenyu Health and Well-Being Project SCIO (SCO44991) for the year
ended 31 December 2020.

Respective responsibilities of trustees and examiner

The charity’s trustees are responsible for the preparation of the accounts in accordance with the
terms of the Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005 and the Charities Accounts
(Scotland) Regulations 2006. The charity trustees consider that the audit requirement of
Regulation 10(1) (d) of the Accounts Regulations does not apply. It is my responsibility to examine
the accounts as required under section 44(1) (c) of the Act and to state whether particular
matters have come to my attention.

Basis of independent examiner’s statement

My examination is carried out in accordance with Regulation 11 of the Charities Accounts
(Scotland) Regulations 2006. An examination includes a review of the accounting records kept by
the charity and a comparison of the accounts presented with those records. It also includes
consideration of any unusual items or disclosures in the accounts, and seeks explanations from
the trustees concerning such matters. The procedures undertaken do not provide all the
evidence that would be required in an audit, and consequently I do not express an audit opinion
on the view given by the accounts.

Independent Examiners’ Statement

In the course of my examination, no matter has come to my attention other than that disclosed
below

1. which gives me reasonable cause to believe that in any material respect the requirements:

· to keep accounting records in accordance with Section 44(1) (a) of the 2005 Act and Regulation
4 of the 2006 Accounts Regulations, and

· to prepare accounts which accord with the accounting records and comply with Regulation 9 of
the 2006 Accounts Regulations

have not been met, or 2. to which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn in order to enable a
proper understanding of the accounts to be reached.

H W U P E N Y U P A G E  1 5
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R E P O R T  O F  T H E
I N D E P E N D E N T  
E X A M I N E R S  T O  T H E
T R U S T E E S

The matter that has come to my attention is that, in the course of my examination of the
accounting records of the charity, it was noted that proper accounting records were not
being kept and the allocation of costs between restricted and unrestricted funds was not
being monitored. This has been rectified for the preparation of these Accounts and the
charity trustees are aware of the importance of maintaining full records of all transactions
going forward. Further, no other issues of concern were raised in any pertinent matter
with regard to Hwupenyu Health and Wellbeing’s accounts for this year

Notes

1. There was an element of deprecation for the year.

2. No Trustee has received any remuneration in 2019/20

Independently examined by: Chris Luke

……………………………………………..             ……………………

Chris Luke                                                 Date
 

H W U P E N Y U P A G E  1 6
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Hwupenyu Health  & Wellbeing Project Financial Report  August 2019-December 2020

Statement of Receipts and Payments

(17 months) (12 months)

Unrestricted 

General Funds

Restricted  

Funds Total 2020 Total 2019

Note £ £ £ £

Receipts

Grants Received 6 140806 140806 66916

Donations 5 757 757 3344

Bank Intrest 19 19

Total Receipts 776 140806 141582 70260

Payments

Payments for Charitable activities:

Massage Costs 280 280 561

Women's Educational/Recreational Retreat 4305 4305

Food bank 4353 4353 2077

Equipment 0

Printing 1318 1318

Printed leaflets 165 165

training 90 90 100

Rent 4 14608 14608 9634

Travel 165 165 549

Water rates 212 212 119

Salaries 69882 69882 40303

Insurance 1790 1790 849

Internet 1182 1182 192

Web design, Hosting and Maintenance 1275 1275 247

Office Expenses 221 185 406 171

Telephone 889 889 534

Mobile Charges 950 950 204

Bank charges 3 3 2

Postage 11 11 13

Stationary 254 254 318

Subscription 33 33

Food /Catering 153 301 454 567

Room Hire 588 588 173

Repairs and Renewals 0 39

Depreciation 641 641

AGM 164 164 144

Recruitment Expenses 460 460 230

Accountancy Fees 644 644

Total Payments 374 104749 105123 57027
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Surplus/Deficit for the year 402 36,057 36,459 13,232

Transfers between funds

Net movement in funds after tranfers

402 36057 36459 13232

Total funds brought forward 3,131 27977 31,108 17,875

Total funds carried forward 3533 64034 67567 31107
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Statement of Balance
As at 31 December 2020 (17 months) (12 months)

2019/2020 2018/2019

£ £

Fixed Assets Notes

 Office equipment  2 1160 964.56

 Fixtures and fittings  0 79

1,160 1,044

Current Assets

Bank Balances

Bank Deposit Account 3434 3,415

Bank Current Account 63020 26998

Cash 5 87.43

66458 30500

LIABILITIES

Current Liabilities

Trade Creditors 51 435.31

51

67,567 31108.23

Accumulated Fund at the start of the Year 31108 17,876

Surplus of Income over Expenditure 36459 13232

Accumulated Fund at the end of the Year 67,567 31,108
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1.Accounting Policies 

Basis of financial statements 

The financial statements have been prepared on the Receipts & Payment basis, under the historical cost 

convention and in accordance with the charities Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2006 

 

Basis of Financial Statements 

The financial statements have been prepared on a receipts and payments basis. 

 

Receipts and Payments Account 

For the purpose of the Receipts and Payments accounts, the nature and purpose of the funds are 

defined as follows: 

Unrestricted funds comprise grants and other income received for the objectives of the charity 

Restricted funds may only be used for specific purposes. Funds comprise income, which has been 

received for the objectives of the charity and specified purpose. 

 

2. Tangible fixed assets  

The Charity does hold fixed assets. The tangible fixed assets are stated at cost less accumulated 

depreciation. 

 

3. Transaction with Trustees 

There were no transactions with Trustees other than reimbursement of expense incurred in the proper 

running of the charity. 

 

 

4. Rent 

The rent and service charges of office premises £14630 (2018/19: £8677) was funded by The Janek 

Latosinski Charitable Trust (Known as the Janek Trust), Registered Charity SC037403. The total funding 

received for rent was a total of £20899. Due to the change in our accounting period the accounts cover 

17 months and the of the income would cover January to July 2021 in the next accounting year. 
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5. Unrestricted Funds   

Donations  757 

 Interest    19 

Total  776 

 

 

 

6. Restricted funds  Receipts 

  £ 

Community Fund  68482 

Janek Trust Food  8000 

Janek Trust Rent Fund  20899 

Gilead Sciences  27000 

The Robertson Trust  6500 

The Co-operative  1000 
Baillie Gifford 
Foundation Scotland  1925 

Foundation Scotland  5000 

Endrick Trust Grant  2000 

Total 
  140806 
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